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Measurements of Ground Motion and SSC Dipole Vibrations

" V.V. Parkhomchuk,V. D. Shiltsev, and H. J. Weaver

Almmet

The results of seismic ground measurements at the SuperconductingSuper Collider (SSC) site and
investigations of vibrational propertiesof superconducting dipoles for the SSC are presented. Spectral
analysis of the data obtained in the large frequency band from 0.05 Hz to 2000 Hz is done. Resonant
behavior and the dipole-to-groundtransformratio are investigated. The influence of measuredvibrations
on SSC operationsis considered.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Vibrations of the magnetic elements of the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) can seriously
jeopardize useful operation of the machine. Tolerable levels of vibrations for the SSC are at least a few
orders of magnitude tighter than those for the largestexisting hadronaccelerators such as the Tevatron
andSppS (CERN), because the transverseemittanceof the beam will be about 100 times smallerandthe
cmmmference will be about 10 times larger at the SSC than for those smaller machines. A larger
circumferencemeanslower revolution andbetatronfrequencies---dangerousbecause of the rapid increase

• of vibrationsat lower frequencies--and more magnetic elements in the tings, which can disturbthe ideal
motion of the beams.

Vibrationeffects on collider performancehave been studied in several works,1-4andit was found that
depending on the frequency of the noise, one can distinguish two rnecha_isms of beam pemu_tion. At
low frequencies (much less than the revolution frequency), the noise procblcesa distortionof the closed
orbitof the beam. High-frequencynoises--especially at frequenciesnest a fractionalpartof the betatron
oscillation frequency (700-1000 Hz) at the SSC--cause direct transverse emittance growth. The
following figures will give an idea of the seriousnessof the issue:

1. The acceptable level of uncorrelatedlow-frequencymotion of a single SSC quadrupoleis
approximately0.1-0.3 ttm;3

2. High-frequencyturn-to-turnjitterof every quadwith au amplitudeof approximately
10-4 tim will causeemittance doublingafter only 20 h.3,4(Damping timedue to synchrotron
radiationin theSSC is about24 h.)

These figures should impressnot only acceleratorscientists but geophysicists as weil. Measurementof
such small vibrations is a rathercomplicated task. One can guess thatthe SSC beam will be the largest
sensitive device ever built from thepoint of view of seismic vibrations.

Therefore, it was necessary to measure ground vibrations at first and then vibrations of magnetic
elements over an extremely large frequency range from a few kilohertz to fractions of a hertz or to the
lowest possible frequency. Experimental investigation of underground vibrations at the SSC site at
frequenciesof 1-100 Hz was madeby The EarthTechnology Corporationof Long Beach, CA, in 1989.5
Very detailedanalysis was done, but the most interesting frequencies in the kilohertzrange and the most
powerful vibrationsat frequencies below 1 Hz were not investigated. The VibrationalWorkshop held at
the SSC Laboratory in February 1992 also emphasized the lack of information about these important
regions.6

This papercovers results of our seismic ground measurementsat the SSC site and our measurementof
vibrationsof the SSC dipole in the extremely large frequency band of 0.05-2000 Hz. Additional high-
precision seismic equipmentfrom Budker INT (Novosibirsk, Russia) allowed us to obtain useful dataup
to frequencies20 times largerand 20 times lower than those previously investigated.

In Section 2.0 we describe equipment, hardware, data processing, and conditions under which
measurements were made. Principalresults of measurements, the discussion, and comparison with other
dataare presented in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 is devoted to estimations of predicted beam motion in the
SSC arcs.Furtherexperiments, development,plans,and main conclusions aresummarizedin Section 5.0.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Seismological equipment included three types of gauges: SM-3KV, TA-2, and Dytran. The first two
- were carried from the Budker INP in accordance with inter-laboratory agreement 92-W-11138,

Attachment 26, and had been previously tested in vibrational studies for linear collider VLEPP7 and
Novosibirsk B-FactoryVEPP-5.8

Commercial velocimeter SM-3KV was modified to extend the frequency bandup to 0.05-100 Hz. The
properpendulum period of the probe is 2 s. A specialelectrical feedback system modifies raw signal from



the coil of the pendulum, which vibrates in the magnetic field system; thus, the output signal is
proportional to the the velocity of vibrations without resonance, emphasizing the proper frequency. The
probe allows us to measure vertical as well as horizontal vibrations after some simple mechanical
transformations. During me investigations two probes in the vertical variant were used, with both
calibrated in the working frequency range. Results of the calibration are presented in Figure 1. The
difference in the sensitivities of the two probes is less than 10%. The mass of the probe is about 6 kg, and
its size is 10 cm x 10 cm x 20 cm. Power spectra of noises of the probe and the usual ground vibration
signals (made in Budker INP) are shown in Figure 2. One can see that the signal-to-noise power ratio
exceeds 10 in the worl_g frequency range.

TA-2 probes are newly developed piezoelectric probes manufactured by the Moscow Institute of Earth J

Physics especially for high-precision measurements at the Budker INP accelerators. Two probes were
used in the measurements, each of which allows us to measure accelerations in three orthogonal directions
simultaneously. The sensitivity of each channel is 0.5 V/(m/s 2) for vertical vibrations in the frequency
band of 10-2000 Hz (3 dB level). Differences between channels and between probe sensitivities do not
exceed 5%. The dynamic range of the probe determined from proper noises is I00 dB relative to the
acceleration of gravity. The mass of the probe is about 2 kg, and its size is 6 cm x 6 cm× 15 cm.
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Figure 1. CaUbratlonCurveof SM_KV Probes(No.1112and No.1440).
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Rgure2. Spectraof Nolu =ml Signalfrom 8M-3KVProbe.

The piezoceramic probes made by Dymm Corporation have sensitivity of approximately 50 mVl(m/s 2)
in the frequency band of 20-4000 Hz (3 dB level). Each directional probe has a mass of approximately
I00 g and is 2.5 cm in its largest dimension (height).

Signals from all probes were digitized and developed by a CAMAC-based experimental set-up named
ASSA, which includes:

• CAMAC crate

• CAMAC crate controller

• Two 10-bit, 4-channel CAMAC ADC ZIIS-4 type

• CAMAC differential amplifiers for all kinds of probes (this allows us to change the total
gain from 0.1 to 105 and low-pass frequency f'dters from I Hz to 10 000 Hz)

• Two 256-K, 24-bit word CAMAC memories
• CAMAC timer

• Interface CAMAC (IBM PC)

• IBM 386 personal computer.

The ASSA se_-up is fully autonomous and needs only a 110-V out_et.

" Signals from all probes were digitized simultaneously by ADCs with a sampling frequency
(changeable by timer up to 32 kHz) and then were sent to memory for storage. The maximum memory
available for one channel is 64-K 24-bit words, lt corresponds to 17.8 h of permanent measurement time
with a sampling rate of I Hz or about l min with I kHz. For long measurements we used low-pass filters
at 2 Hz or 20 Hz; for fast analyses 2000-Hz and I0 000-Hz band filters were applied.



The software used allows us tO analyze data in both the time and the frequency domain, tO transform
raw signal data to vibration amplitudes (i.e., transform volts to micrometers), to change ali variable
parametersof hardware(sampling frequency, gains, filters), to calculate spectra of power of ali signals
and spectra of correlation between ali pair of channels, and to presentresults graphically and produce
hardcopy on a printer.

For calculations of spectra we used the optimized 512-point Raider-Brenneralgorithmbased on a 16-
point Winograd algorithm for discrete Fouriertransformation.(See Reference 9 for an example.) On an
IBM PC/386, the algorithmworks twice as fast as the usual Fast FourierTransformation(FFI') technique
of Cooley and Tukey. This algorithm is very useful because in orderto reduce statistical errors we can
average over a greater number of spectra (usually 64). Two types of data filtration were used when
necessary:Henning filter (see Reference 10 for an example), and the originally proposed Antimed filter
(see Appendix), which provides more truedata undersome conditions.

The spectrumof correlation of two signals X(t) and F(0 (or, mutual correlation spectrum)that we will
use here is defined as:

Here the brackets<....> mean averaging over the 64 measurements,and X(OJ) is the Fourier
transformationof X(t).

The mainaims of our investigations were to determine:

1. Quantitativecharacteristics of the SSC site groundvibration
2. Propertiesof the SSC superconductingdipole (warmcondition)
3. Comparisonand verificationof datafrom both types (INP and SSCL) of

high-frequencyprobes.

Ali results presented in Section 3.0 were obtained at the AcceleratorSystem StringTest (ASST) at the
SSC Laboratory.An SSC superconductingdipole in warmcondition and with open vacuumvessel (dipole
cold mass was available)was used for the measurements.The single dipole was set on the groundwithout
any special supportsystem. Dytran probes connected to the dipole cold mass end were used, as were TA-
2 probesplaced at different positions on the cold mass, on the vacuum vessel, and on the ground.SM-
3KV geophones were installed, sometimes on the vacuum vessel and sometimes on the cold mass end.
Usually one SM-3KV probe was placed on the ground near the dipole and another at 130 m along the
ASST building. Under these conditions two SM-3KV probes were used to observe the correlation
between the motion of two points situatedaboutthe SSC neighboringquadrupoles.

3.0 RESUL3'S

Figure 3 presents a comparison of vibrationson the cold mass and on the ground.Figures 3(a) and 3Co)
_how a sampling of high-frequency (2 kHz) measurements at 0.512 s; Figure 3(a) shows the signal of a
SM-3KV on the end of the SSC dipole cold mass, and Figure 3(b) shows the signal from the floor near
the dipole. The larger amplitude of the cold mass vibration is clearly seen. We should mention that the
end of the cold mass was not connected with another dipole, as it will be in the collider string. Figures
3(c) and 3(d) show that at lower frequencies the cold mass oscillations are similar to the measurement at
the floor. Here the samplingfrequency was 10 Hz, at a full time of 72 s, and a low-pass (2 Hz) filter was
used. Thus, higher-frequencyvibrationswere stronglyreduced.
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Rgure3. Vibrationsof theSSC DipoleColdMassandtheGround.(Upperrow,high-frequency
data; lowerrow,low-frequencydata.)

Spectral densities of the power of vibrations at the cold mass and on the floor in the frequency band
0.2-50 Hz are shown in Figure 4. One can see that at some frequencies connected with resonant
properties of the dipole, the cold-mass vibrations are many times greater than on the floor. Note that the
densities are presented in double logarithmic scale, and the probe calibration was taken into account. The
dimension of the spectrum 509 is I_m2/Hz, which is common for irregular processes such as ground
vibrations. To find an rms value of vibration in a frequency band, integrate the value of S(fl over this band

" and take a square root of the obtained integral. For example, as shown in Figure 4 the value of S(f) for
floor vibration at frequencies of 10-50 Hz (full band 40 Hz) is about 5 x 10-8 I_m2/I-lz.Therefore the rms

. value of floor vibrations in this band is about (5 x 10-.8x 40)1/2 = 1.4 x 10-3 I_m.
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In Figure 5 the ratioof amplitudesof vibration(or amplitude transformratio) on the cold mass andon
the floor is presented. The amplitude transform ratio was calculated as the square root of the ratio of
the corresponding spectra (see Figure 4). The picture consists of two parts: in the frequency band
0.2-50 Hz, datameasuredby the SM-3KV type probe were used; in the band 7-1720 Hz, data by the TA-
2 probes were used. One can clearly see many resonances. Another way to observe the resonances is to
note the dipole response after striking, which was made with Dytran equipment (see Figure 6).
Coincidence of resonances found by both techniques is excellent at frequencies up to 75 Hz. Additional
resonances at 77 Hz, 80 Hz, and 85 Hz exist in the striking technique result. This difference in
measurements is due to differences in the ways of exciting the vibrations. Measurements made by SM-
3KV and TA-2 probes in different places on the dipole indicate sometimes severe modes of the dipole
cold mass and of the vacuum vessel (outer steel shield of the dipole). At higher frequencies it was hardto
do that. Main resonances aredescribed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. RESONANCES.
i

Main rmmnancss of cold mass

8.0 Hz
10.2 Hz
15.6 Hz
17.3 Hz
20.3 Hz Amplituderatioof coldmass
22.5 Hz to floorvibrationis in the range of 10--100.
25.3 Hz

Main ruonanc]s of vacuum vessel
i

4.7 Hz
12.3 Hz
30.2 Hz Amplitudemttoof cold mass
17.3 Hz to floorvibrationis in the range of 3-70.
35.9 Hz

Complex I'eOoRsncell

45.7 Hz
84.6 Hz

247.4 Hz

440 Hz Amplitude ratioof cold mass
540 Hz to floorvibrationis in the rangeof 2.5-10.917 Hz
963 Hz

1373 Hz
1470 Hz

i

Figure 7 shows the spectral density of the power of vibrations in the very broad frequency band

(available from equipment) of 0.07-1720 Hz in double logarithmic scale. This spectrum consists of three
parts:

0.07-2.0 Hz ground motion measured by SM3-KV

(sampling frequency 4 Hz, 2-Hz filter);

0.2-50 Hz vibration of the cold mass and the floor

measured by SM3-KV (100-Hz sampling);

7-1720 Hz vibration of the cold mass and the floor

measured by TA-2 (3440-Hz sampling).
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Some interesting features are clearly seen: (I) an increase of the vibrationpower at low frequencies;
(2) microseismic peak at 0.I- 0.2 Hz; and (3) an increase in mechanicalresonances (describedabove).

The origin of the microseismic peak (the "7-second hum," so-called in spite of the fact that the mean
frequency of the peak can vary from 0.07 Hz to 0.25 Hz and may consist of few peaks7) is usually
connected with ocean waves in the closest sea area. (The amplitude of the waves depends on time.) For
example, in Figure 8 a 3-week observationof low-frequency motion is presented. One can see that the
rms value of groundvibrationsin the band0.1-1 Hz (aroundthe microseismic peak) varies by an orderof
magnitude. The behavior of this value was well correlated with weather conditions in Florida and over
the ocean (it rises during storms). Sharppeaks of 1-2 _m are connected with small earthquakes. During
these earthquakesthe amplitudes of motion at a frequency of approximtately 0.05 Hz were 0.1-0.3 mm
(100-300 I_m).Each of these quakes existed for approximately 1 h.
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Figure 9 presents a real part (solid curve) and an imaginary part (dashed) of spectrmn of the correlation
between two SM-3KV probes distanced at 130 m (i.e., placed at two different ends of the ASST building)
in logarithmic scale of frequency. The spectra show the degree of correlation between the same Fourier
harmonics of two different signals. The value of 1.0 means full correlation; - 1.0, full anti-correlation;
0.0, absence of correlation. The figure shows that the vibration of two distanced points is fully correlated
at the frequency of microseismic peak, and a correlation of approximately 0.5 exists at frequencies of
approximately 1-2 Hz. No other significant correlations were observed.

The time dependence of the value of _ = arctan (ImK(c0)/ReK(c0)), which is connected with the
direction of microseismic wave propagation, is shown in Figure 10. A 90° angle corresponds to the
South-North direction. If the wave's source moves or changes place, then the angle changes. In the SSC
site measurements shown in Figure I0, the maximum angle variation during March 1993 was about 30°.

A 3-week observation of vibrations of the floor at the ASST at frequencies above 1.0 Hz shows that
vibrations at higher frequencies also vary by an order of magnitude (see Figure 11) and depend mostly on
cultural excitation in the building and its surroundings (compressors, boring machines, cars, etc.). The
lowest levels usually were observed at night.
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Proper noises of the Dytran probe (i/fnoise spectrum below 1 kHz and llf 2 in the band 1-4 kHz)
were from 100 to 20 times greater in power than ambient ground motion noise. The most probable
sources of noise are the field transistor mounted inside the probe and the piezoelectric element. We )
designed and tested a special resonant vibration plate-amplifier (similar to a musical tuning fork) for the
Dytran probe.

Figure 12 shows the spectra of signals from the TA-2 probe and the Dytran probe with the re:sonant
plate, both mounted on the dipole cold mass. The gain in the TA-2 channel is 1t300; the gain in the Dytran
channel is I0 000. The sensitivity of TA-2 is 5.0 V/G, of Dytran, 0.5 V/G ((3 = acceleration of gravity).
Therefore the spectra must be the same. Resonant peaks connected with the plate are clearly san at
frequencies of 550 Hz, 1040 Hz, 1640 Hz, 1880 Hz, 2200 Hz, and 4820 Hz. Because of the impossibility
of using TA-2 probes at liquid helium temperan_res, only Dytran probes with amplifying plates could be
used at the n_xt ASST cold-run measurements.

v
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Comparison of the measured ground motion spectrum with other datal,7,8,11 is presented in
Figure 13. One can see that the SSC site is not the noisiest one. The differences of ali data at frequencies
of 10-200 Hz are mostly due to different cultural noise "vibrocfimates." As we pointed out earlier, the
microseismic peak depends on the distance to the nearest oceans and the weather activity above them. At
frequencies below 0.05 Hz divergence is not well tmderstood, and more careful measurements with super-
low-frequency seismoprobes (for example, the SDE type 12) are necessary because of the interest from the
point of view of slow closed-orbit distortions in the SSC.

Finally, Figure 14 shows a comparison of the quietest and the largest spectra of ground vibrations with
closed orbit distortions (COD) and emittance growth limitations as listed in Section 1.0. One can see that

the measured high-frequency vibration level lies on the border of acceptability. At frequencies of
• approximately 0.1 Hz and below the level of ground motion is significantly high, but them is no full

information about the space correlation of such motion. Some experimental data show significant
. uncorrelated motion of different points of the ground, even for very slow processes. 13

13
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4,0 ESTIMATION OF BEAM MOTION

Let us consider the motion of ground with some frequency o_.The displacement of the point of the
groundwith coordinater at the time t can be writtenin the form:

Az(r,0 = A exp(ilw_ ioz) +j(r) exp(-ioz).

The first term in the sum describes regularwave motion from a remote source, which is common for ali
points in the region in which we areinterested. The second te_,mis connected with numerous local sources

O

andhas a finite-correlationradiusp:

if 1-
<f(rl) f(r2) >rf2 _-flrl-r21<Plr" _0 r2]>p

Correlationof motion for two points atrl andr2 distanced more than p is equal to:

Corr= < Az(rl) _(r2) > = A2 (Cos@+ i Sin _)
<_2 > (A 2 +f2) '

where _ = k (rl-r2).

For calculation of COD X, one should summarize ali kicks produced by quadrupole displacements
aroundthecollider ring:

X= /_1/2" Sum t

(2xsm nv))

_ _/_/2 AZ i COS(0- Oi- g'V)Sum
Fi

Here fit 0, and v are hem-function, betatronphase, andtune, respectively, and Fi is the focal length of the
i-th quadrupole.The largest values of closed orbitdistortionswill occur when ground waves propagatein
resonance with betatron beam oscillations. Simple analysis shows that the minimal frequency, F m ,

acceptable for this condition is approximately

Fmf VvP,

where V is the velocity of groundwave and P is the circumference of the ring. At the SSC, P = 89 000 m,
V= 2100 m/s in Austin chalk at the depth of the ring, and v= 123.7; thus Fm = 2.6 Hz.

However, results of measurements show that at frequencies above I-2 Hz, movements of two points
distanced at I00 m are practically non-correlated.So, in our estimates we have neglected regular wave
motion at these frequencies.

• For irregularground motion one can take into account the random character of motion of different
quadrupoles. The calculation of COD, assuming that the main part of the ring is a FODO lattice with
phaseadvance percell # andthe full numberof quadrupolesis N, _ives the following result:3

Q

41sin2(n_,)

15



and, according to previous considerations:

e

Here/3 is the value of the beta function at the observation point of the ring, and I is the _tance between
neighboring lenses. In our estimations we took N = 1000, _ = <l_, = 120 m, and l = 9( s.... Values of Az2
at each frequency were taken from the measured spectra file similar to those presented in Figures 7 and 9.
Analogously, values of correlation were taken from the measured correlation file. Using the last two
formulas we estimated the spectrum of COD. Figure 15 shows the result of integrations over those spectra
from the given frequency F and above, for frequencies F from 0.02 Hz to 1720 Hz.
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Rgure 15.CalculatedMotionof the SSC Beamvs. Frequency,Dueto GroundMotion.
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5.0 SUMMARY AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTS

Seismic ground measurements at the SSC site (ASST building) and investigations of vibrational
properties of superconducting dipoles for the SSC were carried out during March 1993. The equipment
used allowed us to obtain data in the very large frequency band of 0.05-2000 Hz.

We found that at high frequencies above 10 Hz, the main source of vibration is human activity.
Analysis shows that in very quiet conditions, ground motion vibrations at high frequency are not

16



dangerousfor the SSC transverseemittance growth. Nevertheless, the motion of the magnetic elements
associated with operation of laboratory compressors, power supplies, etc., and of other man-made
activity--even without liquid helium flow in the magnets (predicted as the main source of beam
vibrations)--is unacceptablylarge and will cause fast emittance decay. We think th-._the most reasonable
way to prevent influence of such motion on the SSC beam is to use a transversebeam-based feedback
system, in spite of attemptsto improvethe mechanicalpropertiesof the magnets.

At frequencies below 0.3 Hz the ampfitudes of magnets and the ground motion are the same. These
• vibrationsare very powerful at the SSC site (in comparisonwith other places) and have a naturalorigin

(ocean waves). They will lead to beam-beam separation in the interaction point, which should be
correctedby a slow adjustmentsystem ("Jostlein scheme,''14for example).

• During 6 weeks of measurements, three significant earthquakesoccurred(one on the Northwestcoast
of the United States, one near San Antonio, TX, and the last at an unidentified site). The characteristic
amplitude of earthquakevibrations is 30 ttm and more; the characteristic frequency is approximately
0.05 Hz (20-s period) or lower; and the usual time of such a "seismic storm" is a few hours.For a better
understanding of the influence of such low-frequency motion on SSC operations, measurements of
amplitudeandspace correlationpropertiesare necessary.

Ourfutureplans include:

I. Measurements of the SSC dipole vibrationswith preparedDytran,TA-2, andSM-3KV p_bes
during the next "cold" ASST run(SUmmer1993).

2. Measurementsof SSC tunnelground motion.

3. Super-low-frequencymeasurementsat the SSC site.
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APPENDIX
"ANTIMED" DIGITAL FILTER

The originally proposed non-linearfilter"Antimed" allows _'lsto fully preventthephenomenon---well-
known in digital filtration theory--of "leaking" of energy. Ti_e filter is useful when it is necessary to
investigate propertiesof small signals andnoises in the presenceof large, regular (periodic) signals. The
Antimedfilter in this case gives trueresults for ali Fouriercomponents of the signal.

The algorithmof the Antimed filteris verysimple:

1. Makea Discrete FourierTransformation(DFr) of input dataarrayX(ti).
q

2..Apply antimedian transformationto each Fourieramp_tudeX_) .

[toboth real Rei =Re(X(f i ))and _ary lm i =Im(X(f i ))parts]
accordingto the algorithm:

Reinew= Rei - mediana(Rei_1, Rei, Rei+1)

= - mediana(In_l, In, ),

z where meAiana(x,y,z) is equal to x or y orz, dependingon which is closest to the value of (x+y+z)/3. For
example,

mediana (1,0,2) = 1
(-5,100,13) = 13

mediana(33,34,35) -- 34.

3. Multiplynew values of X_) by the weight factor(4/3) 1/2.

FigureA.1 shows the effect of the applicationof different digital filters to the data, which are equal to
sine function with the addition of white noise of 100 times less amplitude.In Figure A.1, (a) shows the
real, (i.e., continuous) Fourier spectral power of density of the signal; (b) shows the DFT of the data
without any filter;(c) is the DFF with Henning filter;10(d) is the DFr with Antimed filter.

One can see that Antimed filter gives a result closer to the realone. We used this filter at low sampling
frequencies when the microseismic peak signal artificially increases (after digitizing) the levels of
correlationat frequenciesbelow it.

I
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RgureA.1. Comparisonof DifferentDlgbl Filters.
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